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About The BTM Institute  
Launched in 2003, the international, nonprofit BTM Institute is the first organization of its kind to bring 
together a select group from the academic, corporate, government and thought leadership 
communities as a multi-disciplinary research think tank to address the long-standing need to manage 
business and technology together. The Institute has established an extensive research agenda, 
produced major publications, and continues to lead an ongoing collaboration among multi-disciplinary 
experts and academics around the globe to continuously advance global knowledge of Business 
Technology Management (BTM). 
 
For more information on the BTM Institute, please visit www.btminstitute.org  
 
 

About BTM Corporation 
BTM Corporation (Business Technology Management Corporation) is a management solutions provider 
that innovates new business models, enhances financial performance, and improves operational 
efficiency by converging business and technology with its unique on-demand products and intellectual 
property (IP). The company focuses on executing solutions from a concept to value lifecycle with 
management processes, software applications, and cross-disciplinary domain expertise that allow its 
customers to build better businesses through the strategic use of technology. Founded in 1999, BTM 
Corporation is headquartered in Stamford, CT. 
 
For more information on BTM Corporation, please visit www.btmcorporation.com 
 
 

Executive Summary 
It goes without saying that bringing the business and technology sides of an organization 
together will require different ways of organizing and governing. New organizational 
structures – committees, working groups, and positions – must be established at every level 
of the organization, from the CxO suite to the project team. They will require new reporting 
relationships, decision-making processes, and information. In organizations with a mature 
governance process, essential management capabilities have clearly been institutionalized. 
This set of capabilities harmonizes and integrates the varied interests of all stakeholders 
within the enterprise; they provide for and direct changes in the overall enterprise as it 
matures in its management of business and technology; they communicate to the entire 
population of the enterprise; and, they serve to ensure that the enterprise understands, 
provides for, and operates within the regulatory environments in which it does business. It is 
the catalyst for the enterprise’s purposeful move to Convergence. 
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John D. Rockefeller, founder of Standard Oil 
and regarded as the wealthiest man in history, 
built his vast fortune of nearly $320 billion (in 
2007 dollars) on the principle of controlling as 
much of the means of production as possible. 
At one point, Standard Oil controlled nearly 90 
percent of the petroleum and gasoline produced 
and consumed in the United States. Standard 
Oil also controlled the oil fields, supply chains, 
refineries, and distribution and 
retail processes, which gave it 
tremendous control over 
gasoline consumers.  
 
Standard Oil was among a 
number of U.S. corporations of 
the late 19th Century that 
sought to control all means of 
production to control costs and 
market share. The Sherman 
Antitrust Act of 1890 laid the 
legal framework for breaking up 
monopolistic practices, but the 
holistic enterprise that did as 
much of its production as 
possible remained the mainstay 
until the late 20th Century. 
 
Whether it was called an 
enterprise, corporation or 
company, it was often thought 
of as a physical entity. People 
would report to work at 
prescribed times and perform routine tasks. 
Enterprises would locate their facilities in 
population centers to capitalize on the labor 
pool. And the company itself would own much, 
if not all, of the manufacturing process and 
supply chain as possible under the law.  
 
Even as the titans of capitalism -- Rockefeller, 
J.P. Morgan, Jean Paul Getty, Cornelius 
Vanderbilt and Andrew Carnegie -- amassed 
their wealth through monopolistic practices and 
the tight control of their workforces, the 
concept of the extended enterprise was  

 
beginning to form. Even then management 
theorists were advancing such ideas as 
collaborative leadership, worker empowerment, 
self-managed teams, and corporate social 
responsibility. These are the attributes of many 
extended organizations today.i 
 
If Rockefeller or Getty laid eyes on a 
contemporary enterprise, they likely would 

recognize many of the 
organizational designations, but 
would view the virtualization 
and outsourcing aspects as 
foreign and alien. The modern 
enterprise has embraced the 
notion of giving up control to 
third parties that have domain 
expertise and execution 
capacity as a means to control 
cost, minimize risk exposure 
and accelerate revenue growth.  
 
We define an extended 
enterprise as an organization 
that creates value beyond the 
reach of its total control. 
Governance is the means by 
which the organization realizes 
that value. 
 
The extended enterprise 
concept picked up steam in the 
1990s as global markets took 

form, and outsourcing and partnerships became 
acceptable responses. Today, however, the 
nature of the extended enterprise has evolved 
into something unimaginable. 
 
Toyota and Honda, for example, have developed 
a competitive edge over the Big Three U.S. 
carmakers in part by building long-term 
relationships with their suppliers. This involves 
understanding everything about the supplier and 
the supplier understanding exactly what Toyota 
and Honda need. This requires visits to each 
other’s sites at the executive level; no detail is 
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too small for the brass. The Japanese firms are 
tough on their suppliers but also see to it that 
they get more and more business – and greater 
profits -- if they do well.  
 
Similarly, Boeing and Airbus have built global 
supply chains and distributed design and 
manufacturing processes for their new 
commercial jetliners.  
 
Cisco Systems created the “I Prize,” a 
competition for new business ideas, and it drew 
more than 1,600 entrants from nearly 90 
countries. Suggestions came in the fields of 
wireless, automotive, health care and energy. 
The winner gets a chance to join Cisco to 
develop a business around the idea – collecting 
a $250,000 signing bonus and up to $10 million 
in funding. Cisco does this despite spending 
$4.5 billion annually on research and 
development, and acquiring a new idea-rich 
company every three weeks. Cisco is looking 
for its next billion-dollar business.  
 
Seven-Eleven Japan’s supply chain isn’t built to 
create fast or cheap deliveries, but rather to 
respond to changes in demand. It tracks in real 
time sales and the gender and age of 
customers. Its systems alert suppliers to 
changes in demand among stores. Deliveries 
are scheduled within a 10-minute margin, and 
employees reconfigure shelves at least three 
times a day. Suppliers consolidate shipments 
into the same trucks, and the company uses 
motorcycles, boats and even helicopters to 
distribute goods.  
 
The extended enterprise is no longer a theory; 
it’s a reality today and happening globally in 
nearly every industry. Executives and 
managers practice corporate virtualization 
almost unconsciously, but the idea of having 
people not tied to the company acting as 
agents of the company, and the company 
having little leverage over the various facets of 
production, still makes many managers uneasy. 
How do you measure performance in a virtual 
enterprise? How do you impose accountability? 
Where are the benchmarks for a virtual 
enterprise when there’s recognition that no two 

organizations will have the same structure, need 
or execution strategy? 
 
Applying metrics to and benchmarking a virtual 
enterprise is an arduous task. Measuring the 
performance and applying accountability to a 
virtual operation rarely comes from cookie-cutter 
templates. Each extended organization is unique 
and operates within a unique ecosystem. Metrics, 
therefore, must be tailored to the specific 
business models, operating conditions and 
market dynamics of the virtual enterprise (see 
figure 1). It’s precisely the reason technology is 
little more than a commodity, since the 
governance of an extended enterprise is a 
business process and has little to do with the 
technology infrastructure.   
 

 
 

Figure 1, Business Value Metrics 
 
We’ll need a new framework to shift our thinking 
from inside-out to outside-in, to provide the 
disciplines that will enable us to lead our 
organizations through the strategic shoals, and to 
establish the day-to-day processes that will 
produce intelligent and effective decisions. The 
BTM Framework makes that possible without 
locking an enterprise into a limiting solution path. 
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What distinguishes the extended enterprise 
from its counterparts of the past is knowledge 
of the customer, the supplier, and new business 
ideas. Further, the influence of these external 
actors has never been greater. The time when 
corporations could dictate terms to partners 
and customers has passed; tell a customer to 
pound sand and they’ll likely end up in a 
competitor’s camp. The same goes for suppliers 
and partners. Loyalty is earned on a continual 
basis, and performance is rooted in mutually 
agreed upon factors and expectations. In the 
new paradigm, governance itself is a melding of 
management and diplomacy between parties 
that are not quite equal but share varying 
levels of dependence and benefit from the 
intertwined relationship. This is why the term 
“governance” sometimes seems arcane—too 
harsh and proscriptive for a fluid and ever-
evolving enterprise. Just look at the words we 
use for it: value web, network, and ecosystem.  
 
Technology, of course, makes the extended 
enterprise possible. And technology makes it 
necessary: the new markets, the globalization 
of business, the lower thresholds to entry for 
competitors, the speed of everything, the 
novelties in business models and products – all 
of these are the devilish work of technology. 
And the key to getting a grip on it is managing 
technology wisely -- within your four walls and 
outside across the extended enterprise. 
 

Stop, Look, Listen 
We cannot avert our eyes from the 
marketplace, both current and potential, nor 
from the details of our customers’ and their 
customers’ activities, nor from our suppliers 
and their suppliers. Sticking with our current 
knitting may be comfortable, but it is also 
deadly. Assuming anything about our suppliers 
or customers is highly risky. We must also cast 
a light into the far corners of our own 
organizations to learn whether every employee 
and every operation is looking outward 
according to plan or merely pondering its navel. 
 
These various outside entities are linked today 
in new and complex ways. We like to think we 
can “manage” our customers, for example, but 
we really can’t. We try. We assign “customer 

service” representatives the task of cross-selling 
some bright new idea we’ve come up with to 
people who call in with a problem that is big 
enough for them to wait in an irritatingly long 
telephone queue. How about using that time to 
ask: is there anything we can do to make your 
life easier? And we set up incentives that 
encourage these “service” people to hand off a 
caller as fast as they can to someone else. 
 
This was precisely Dell’s problem. The company’s 
reputation for meeting customer needs quickly 
and efficiently had taken a series of blows. But 
Dell faced the problem head on. After a visit to 
the Dell’s Round Rock, Texas, headquarters, 
BusinessWeek writer Jeff Jarvis reported: 
 

Dell's worst problem had been that 
customers were having too many of the 
wrong conversations with too many service 
technicians in too many countries. "It was a 
real mess," confesses Dick Hunter, former 
head of manufacturing and now head of 
customer service. Dell's DNA of cost cutting 
"got in the way," Hunter says. "In order to 
become very efficient, I think we became 
ineffective."  
 
Hunter has increased service spending 35 
percent, cut outsourcing partners from 14 
to 6 (and is headed to 3), and retrained 
staff to take on more problems and 
responsibility (higher-end techs can scrap 
their phone scripts; techs in other countries 
learn empathy). Crucially, Hunter also 
stopped counting the "handle time" per call 
that rushed representatives and motivated 
them to transfer customers so they would 
be someone else's problem. At Dell's worst, 
more than 7,000 of the 400,000 customers 
calling each week suffered transfers more 
than seven times. Today, the transfer rate 
has fallen from 45 percent to 18 percent. 
Now Hunter tracks the minutes per 
resolution of a problem, which runs in the 
40s. His favorite acronym mantra (among 
many) is RI1: resolve in one call.ii 

 
Dell was managing its customers for its own 
internal selfish reasons, and it simply didn’t work. 
It was an inside-out way of thinking. For 
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example, what had slipped into Dell’s direct to 
the customer model, because it seemed so 
logical from an internal point of view, was the 
notion of “sell what we have.” If the inventory 
of certain PC components was growing, Dell’s 
customer service people and its Web site would 
lower the prices on the corresponding PC 
models. This might in fact have worked well for 
all concerned, but it raises questions about the 
decision-making process about customer 
service, given that a PC purchase is a multiyear 
decision for the consumer. 
 
On the other end of the value chain, Dell 
discovered that meeting the upsurge in laptop 
demand would require wholesale revision of its 
supply and distribution network. The company 
owns factories in Texas, Tennessee, North 
Carolina, Florida, Ireland, India, China, Brazil, 
Malaysia and Poland. They worked quite well for 
PCs sold in the direct model. Compared to 
desktops, however, the assembly of laptops is 
complex and labor-intensive. Dell found itself 
buying partially assembled laptops from an 
outside contract manufacturer, and then 
shipping them to its own factories for final 
assembly.iii 
 
The inefficiency inherent in this was covered 
over in the past by the direct model’s savings. 
However, it turns out that laptop buyers like to 
see and touch a model before buying, and Dell 
broke with its time-honored tradition of selling 
direct: in 2007, it began offering its laptops in 
13,000 retail stores worldwide. It reportedly 
put its factories up for sale to contract 
manufacturers.iv And Dell engaged with value-
added resellers to reach small and midsize 
businesses that fell outside the reach of its 
direct enterprise business and traditional direct 
online sales model. Today, Dell counts more 
than 22,000 business-to-business reseller 
channel partners around the world and is 
adding 200 to 300 new resellers per week.v   
 
The point is that even a remarkably successful 
company like Dell can be at the mercy of 
outside events. The correct response is very 
likely on the outside as well. And it might well 
undo even the “sacred” traditions on the inside 
that led to the firm’s success in the first place.  

When a CEO can e-mail every employee and they 
can respond directly, the old management order 
is history. When partners outside the range of 
our command and control are critical to our 
success, we know that governance has 
undergone a seismic shift. When employees at 
the edges become our biggest asset and our 
biggest risk, we know that guidance has moved 
beyond dictatorial memos. Yet all our instincts 
push us to retreat to the corner office and 
communicate through our direct reports.  
 
Today, however, the organization that moves at 
the speed of a memo is already behind in the 
game. It must rebuild itself to gather in near 
real-time information on the outside and convert 
it on the inside to actionable knowledge. The 
hierarchy is dead, and the action has shifted to 
the outer edges of the organization. The people 
there are closest to the customer and supplier, 
where the value is. They don’t need market 
surveys to know what’s really going on.  
 
In the virtual enterprise, technology isn’t the 
focus of a business endeavor. However, it’s not 
an afterthought, either. Technology is the 
means for virtualizing the enterprise and 
maintaining persistent connections among 
disparate entities that contribute to the 
production process that is the business. 
Technology must be managed in one mind with 
the business, or at best it will cost us dearly and 
at worst it will fail us. The chasm between 
business and technology is perhaps the most 
serious obstacle we must overcome in creating 
an extended enterprise. 
 

The Modular Organization 
Enterprises are discovering a modular approach 
to organization design that ensures optimal 
convergence of business and technology 
management. It cuts across divisional, 
geographical and functional biases to provide an 
enterprise-wide focus on the business 
management of technology. For organizations 
operating nearer to convergence, implementing 
organizational units to catalyze joint attention to 
business and technology initiatives for innovation 
and productivity enhancement is an appropriate 
outcome. One example of such a unit is the 
corporate Business Technology Council (referred 
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to as the IT Executive Council in many firms). 
The council members include the CEO, CFO, 
CIO, and other senior line of business 
executives. This council promotes 
organizational awareness of the role of business 
technology and monitors major enterprise 
initiatives.  
 
In seeking the right level of coordination, an 
organization’s design must reflect the extent to 
which its business strategy and strategic 
initiatives help set the priorities for business 
technology, including investments in 
infrastructure and services, application 
portfolios, and sourcing relationships. At the 
same time, this design must 
account for the fact that 
business technology is 
increasingly shaping future 
business strategies, 
processes, and initiatives. For 
example, with greater data 
mining and warehousing 
capabilities in the 
infrastructure, business 
strategy could evolve toward 
greater personalization and 
customer intimacy, and result 
in the differentiation of the 
organization’s product or 
service offerings.  
 
In supporting these kinds of 
options, an organizational 
structure must facilitate true 
coordination. It must assist firms in exploiting 
technology-enabled opportunities such as 
virtual integration, direct access to customers, 
and cross-divisional or business unit 
integration. For example, Cisco Systems’ 
executive management team considered 
customer advocacy and relationships to be the 
strategic drivers of its business model. Cisco 
management focused on the coordination of 
business technology and customer-centric 
capabilities by having the CIO report to the 
senior executive responsible for customer 
advocacy, and by linking business and 
technology executives’ compensation to 
customer-centric innovation using business 
technology. 

Similarly, Microsoft is experimenting with 
replacing traditional volume-sales incentives for 
its reseller and integrator partners with a system 
based, in large part, on their customers’ 
satisfaction. The idea is simple: If the customer is 
happy with the Microsoft products and services 
delivered by third-party channel partners, the 
more likely they are to continue buying Microsoft 
products and recommend Microsoft and its 
partners to peers.  

 

Basic Principles Of  
Organization Design 
Here are some guiding principles for extended 

enterprise governance. 
 
Silos are for grain, and 
stovepipes are for venting 
smoke. They don’t work 
inside or outside the 
enterprise for storing 
information, instilling 
cooperation or creating value. 
Every manager knows this to 
be true, but do corporate 
divisions still operate with an 
“it’s them or us” mindset? Do 
silos deal with customers or 
suppliers independently and 
differently than their internal 
counterparts? Do enterprises 
treat suppliers or customers 
as silos?  
 
The State of New York won a 

conviction against Dell for customer service that, 
according to the attorney general, “was a bait 
and switch that left thousands of people paying 
for essentially no service at all.” vi Dell has 
vigorously contested the charge, but the point is 
this: customer service is no longer a cost center. 
It is an opportunity to learn from “the experts” 
what works and what doesn’t so that problems 
can be permanently addressed and eliminated—
to reduce future costs and invest in future 
customer loyalty and revenue.  
 
Allowing inactive customers to remain inactive is 
a tremendous mistake. Consider what happened 
to Groupware Technologies. In 2005, Michael 
Thompson left a secure job at a security service 
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firm to sign on to a risky partnership to 
purchase Groupware, an IT services company 
that was on the verge of extinction. The 
company had few resources and assets, but it 
did have a tremendous database of 
customers—most inactive. By minding the 
database and reconnecting with customers, 
Thompson and his team revived Groupware and 
turned it into a rapidly growing enterprise. It 
rose from just over $2 million in gross revenue 
in 2004 to more than $30 million in 2006 and 
topped $60 million in 2007.vii  
 
Think about this: How hard is it for you to get 
in touch with a company, even one to which 
you are loyal? Why do companies hide from 
their customers? Simply put: Customers cost 
money. Consider the mixed reaction Sprint-
Nextel got in June 2007 when it announced that 
it was severing the wireless cell phone 
contracts with 1,000 customers who called 
customer service too much. While it seem 
disingenuous to many people, Sprint explained 
that a handful of customers were consuming 
too many customer service resources and 
costing too much to support. Rather than 
continue to support unprofitable customers, 
Sprint chose to invite their customers to try 
alternative carriers.  
 
Sprint wasn’t necessarily wrong, but every 
company must learn to deal with difficult 
customers. The reality is that customers are 
only costly when an enterprise doesn’t know 
how to see and capture their value. Customers 
must be thought of as assets and not liabilities. 
Of all the outside entities enterprises engage 
regularly, customers are the first among 
equals. 
 
Mega-electronics retailer Best Buy illustrates 
the need to be relevant for customers and how 
this has implications up and down the value 
chain. As CEO and CIO of Best Buy 
International, Robert Willett counts among his 
many responsibilities the management of Best 
Buy’s supply chain and information systems. He 
has helped lead a transformation in the way the 
company relates to its customers. It started 
when the company realized that a third of the 

people visiting its stores were leaving without 
making a purchase. 
 
To counter this problem, Best Buy identified eight 
customer segments, such as affluent 
professionals and suburban moms. Each store 
chose one or two of these as a focus. It then 
tailored its inventory and displays to its 
segments. A store catering to busy moms, for 
example, would move small appliances off a high 
shelf into a more visible position. For stores 
zeroing in on professionals, it would place high-
value cell phones and computers toward the front 
of the store.  
 
Willett’s strategy required major backend 
restructuring of Best Buy’s supply chain. The 
retailer reconfigured shipments to individual store 
floor plans, so that employees can spend more 
time with customers and less time stocking 
shelves; created information flows to respond 
quickly to local spikes in demand; planned and 
executed more frequent inventory deliveries and 
smaller shipments. In addition to these process 
changes, all employees kept their eyes on the 
customer; everyone on the business technology 
staff, for example, studied customer attitude 
surveys, spent time in stores and worked with 
merchandise suppliers. 
 
All parts of Best Buy are united in improving the 
customer experience. Call it customer-centered 
convergence. If indeed, as is often said, power 
has shifted to the wily and informed customer, 
this is a way to keep pace. For companies that 
get it right, it is clearly a competitive advantage. 
 
It’s what you know, and, therefore, whom you 
know. An innovation begins with an idea in 
someone’s mind, and there are six billion minds 
on this planet. Dell realized that it had some of 
those minds on its customer list and decided to 
see what they might be thinking. It created a site 
called Idea Storm where people can tell Dell what 
they’d like to have. Nearly 10,000 have. One 
person suggested lighted keyboards for laptops. 
Dell agreed and it was done. One comment at the 
site: “This is the best thing since sliced bread. 
Awesome work, Dell!” 
 
The smartest people don’t work for you.  
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In the past, you might have tried to hire them. 
Today, you can rent them. Procter & Gamble is 
one of many companies tapping into the 
140,000 scientists, engineers, inventors and 
business people available for solving problems 
at InnoCentive, an online marketplace for 
problem solving. This is the same Procter & 
Gamble that employs more than 7,500 
scientists in 22 research centers in 12 
countries. This includes 1,250 Ph.D. scientists. 
This is larger than the combined science 
faculties at Harvard, Stanford and MIT. And yet 
it cast its net outside. InnoCentive was 
launched by Eli Lilly, which found that using 
InnoCentive costs them one-sixth what in-
house R&D does but has a much higher success 
rate.  
 

Virtualization Mandates New 
Management Capabilities 
Until this point, the transformative nature and 
necessities of virtual enterprises have been 
observational. These observations must have 
parallel operational mandates to pay 
enterprises any practical benefit. This is where 
the BTM Framework and its 17 management 
capabilities have direct bearing on effectively 
and efficiently managing a virtual, extended 
enterprise. 
 
Obviously, a Strategic Enterprise Architecture 
(SEA) is critical. It is the story of what the 
enterprise is trying to accomplish and a map of 
how it should be going about it. It is a broad 
picture, incorporating both business goals and 
the enabling technology, which extends 
outward to encompass suppliers, customers 
and partners. In an SEA, the connections with 
external entities will be mapped; these will 
include not only technical connections but also 
contractual agreements and statements of joint 
purpose with execution details. An SEA for 
Procter & Gamble, for example, will factor in 
the company’s practice of shifting of research 
scientists into roles that put them in 
communication with innovators on the outside. 
 
An extended enterprise also needs a networked 
governance model. This model emphasizes that 
four categories of stakeholders are important: 
the board and the top management team, 

business management, technology management, 
and external vendors, partners and customers. 
Among these stakeholders, three kinds of 
relationship networks are important: visioning, 
innovation and sourcing (see figure 2). 
 

 
 

Figure 2, A Network Governance Model  
 

Visioning networks involve senior business and 
technology executives and the board. They foster 
collaboration for creating and articulating a 
strategic vision about the role and value of 
business technology. Visioning networks help top 
management teams describe their perspectives 
on the role of business technology, their strategic 
priorities for its use, and the links they see 
between it and drivers of the business strategy. 
One of the mechanisms for establishing a 
visioning network is to have the CIO as a formal 
member of the top management team. Other 
mechanisms include establishing a Business 
Technology Management Council and a Business 
Technology Investment Board.  
 
Innovation networks involve business and 
technology executives. They foster collaboration 
for conceptualizing and implementing business 
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technology applications. These applications are 
often aimed at enhancing the firm’s agility and 
innovation in customer relationships, 
manufacturing, product development, supply 
chain management, or enterprise control and 
governance systems. An example of 
organizational mechanisms that promote 
innovation networks is a corporate and 
divisional project approval committee. Whereas 
visioning networks engage the board and the 
top management to shape overall enterprise 
perspectives about the strategic role and value 
of business technology, innovation networks 
focus on specific innovations and strategic 
applications.  
 
Sourcing networks are relationship networks 
among business technology executives and 
external partners. Their purpose is to foster 
collaboration between these internal and 
external parties when they are negotiating and 
managing multi-sourcing arrangements, joint 
ventures or strategic alliances. Sourcing 
networks can help companies not only lower 
their costs but also augment their capabilities 
and business thinking about innovative uses of 
business technology. Attention to sourcing 
networks must be emphasized in key 
organizational units that deal with the technical 
architecture and infrastructure (e.g., Office of 
Architecture and Standards), and the 
management of technology investments 
(Enterprise Program Management Office 
(EPMO)). 
 
Leaders must understand how these 
organizational units should be configured into 
an overall organizational model for the firm. 
Also, as business conditions change they must 
determine the best way of adjusting and 
improvising specific governance networks or 
BTM processes. This must be accomplished 
without disrupting the organization or other 
networks and processes. The modular 
organizing logic best accomplishes these tasks. 
Using a modular approach, firms choose 
specific organizational units to address each of 
the governance networks and to steward 
process categories. Depending on the industry 
and organizational conditions at any time, 

specific units might be more appropriate for each 
network and process.  
 
The advantage of the modular logic is that it 
allows the implementation and adaptation of 
organizational units for each important 
governance network and value-creation process. 
Traditionally, firms have designed their 
organizational structures using a monolithic 
organizing logic, by choosing either centralization 
or decentralization of BTM decisions. However, 
organizing logic today requires a much more 
sophisticated perspective that blends the virtues 
of centralization and decentralization. The 
modular logic allows firms to unbundle their 
implementation of organizational units for 
different BTM activities. 
 
Governing an extended, ever-evolving, 
knowledge-based enterprise will occur in four 
dimensions:  
 
Process. Is someone responsible for each 
process from beginning to end as it crosses 
divisions and bridges to outside entities? What 
authority does this person or autonomous group 
have, and what information is provided? Where 
are the strengths and weaknesses in the process? 
How does it mesh with others? How many 
bridges are there to the outside? Are they 
coordinated? Are these processes and bridges 
maximized for the benefit of the customer, or for 
internal benefit? By what metrics do you know? 
  
Organization. Which people or groups make 
which decisions? Do they have enterprise-wide 
information if they need it? Do they have an 
enterprise-wide perspective? Are incentives in 
place to encourage this? Do they have proper 
authority? Who is empowered to step outside of 
traditional roles and boundaries to make a stand 
for the customer or the supplier? The BTM 
Framework specifies the bodies – from the 
boardroom to the project team room – that can 
unite business and technology decisions behind 
the enterprise strategy. 
 
Information. What information do the various 
players need to perform the preceding actions? 
What should you know about suppliers and 
customers, and how can you get this 
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information? At what level should it be 
collected? When collected, how is it processed – 
does it go to people who can make decisions to 
change how the organization operates? What 
incentives discourage the “not invented here” 
syndrome? Procter & Gamble CEO A.G. Lafley 
has stipulated that external collaboration will 
have a role in half of all new company 
initiatives. And Lafley personally visits the 
homes of customers to watch them use his 
products. 
 
The really critical information will appear on the 
outer periphery of the extended enterprise: 
with your customers’ 
customers, their markets 
and new technologies they 
may be considering. It will 
appear in the commodities 
markets and technological 
innovations that fuel your 
suppliers. It may appear in 
think tanks or universities 
or in someone’s garage. 
Product innovation and 
inspiration doesn’t always 
come from a research and 
development lab or even a 
focus group, but from 
practical everyday 
experience of ordinary 
people. 
 

The Extended Enterprise 
The term “extended enterprise” has been 
traced to the Chrysler Corporation’s efforts 
beginning in the 1990s to rescue itself by 
dealing with suppliers in a new way. The 
catalyst for changing was a speech Bob Lutz, 
Chrysler's president of operations, gave in 
August 1989. He told the company’s 25 largest 
suppliers that Chrysler wanted their assistance 
and ideas on how the company could lower 
both its own costs and those of its suppliers. He 
said, "All I want is your brainpower, not your 
margins." 
 
Indeed the key to managing an extended 
enterprise is an understanding of the roles and 
flows of knowledge. What is a company 
anyway? A factory? A data center? A customer 

list? All of these can be rented. An enterprise’s 
only advantage today is its ideas and, as 
InnoCentive demonstrates, these too can be 
rented. 
 
Erik Brynjolfsson, professor at MIT’s Sloan School 
of Management, sees a “company as an 
information-processing organism. It gathers data 
from the market, suppliers, and employees. It 
makes decisions, implicitly and explicitly. It then 
communicates and acts on those decisions, with 
some degree of proficiency.”viii  
 
What he’s found is that technology creates 

tremendous amounts of 
information, but the 
organization often struggles to 
make use of it. The flow tends 
to speed up in some places 
because of automation and 
then hit a logjam when people 
are involved: “In the 
information economy, the 
scarce resource is not 
information, but the capacity of 
humans to process that 
information.” He wrote: 
 
“To increase a company's 
information metabolism, it's 
not enough to simply 
automate parts of business 

processes or even automate whole 
processes without considering how the rest 
of the organization will be affected. 
Business processes and decision-making 
systems are inevitably linked in myriad 
ways. Most business processes, such as the 
expense-approval system or hiring process, 
evolved during a time when information-
processing costs were radically higher. 
Given the unprecedented reduction in costs 
over the past 20 years, it's not surprising 
that the decision-making structures that 
were optimal in the 1970s and 1980s aren't 
still optimal today. 
 
“Our analysis of Wal-Mart and Kmart 
showed that Wal-Mart had consistently 
higher penetration of network technology, 
as measured by network nodes per worker. 

Product innovation 
and inspiration 

doesn’t always come 
from a research and 
development lab or 
even a focus group, 
but from practical 

everyday experience 
of ordinary people. 
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But it also had significantly different 
decision-making systems in place—key 
decisions, such as the authority to 
approve certain purchases, were more 
decentralized and distributed at Wal-Mart. 
This combination of technology and 
organization was correlated with higher 
levels of productivity and market value.”ix 

 
Two principles should guide a governing 
strategy. 
 
This is not your father’s outsourcing 
model. This is not about transactions. It is 
about relationships. Nailing those service-level 
agreements (SLAs) is not the answer. The 
strategic plans of an enterprise’s suppliers and 
the aspirations of its customers are the new 
playing field. Communications, decision-making 
processes and technology must marry neatly to 
the needs and desires of external actors. An 
enterprise’s people will need new skills, 
marching orders and incentives to make it 
work. The critical question to ask today is not 
how much money can enterprises save through 
partnerships, but rather what can they learn? 
 
Service-level agreements have traditionally 
been used to manage outsourcing relationships. 
Such agreements are appropriate for an arm’s 
length relationships governed through fixed 
contracts. However, with growth in a number of 
ongoing and collaborative partnerships with 
external partners, where the enterprise shares 
processes and knowledge with its partners, 
there is a need for other forms of monitoring 
and relationship management practices. The 
creation of a specific role for Partner 
Relationship Management (PRM) is important. 
In addition, the establishment of processes for 
intellectual capital management is critical. 
Finally, due diligence processes must be 
established to monitor the ongoing viability of 
the business partners and their potential 
impacts on business and risks. 
 
Virtualization is an enterprise-wide 
endeavor, a rethinking and recreation of 
the organization as a whole. It is not a 
project for customer service, or procurement or 
the technology department. Not only must the 

C-Suite be engaged, but boards of directors must 
be involved in technology beyond the CIO’s 
annual PowerPoint presentation. The board must 
relate its knowledge of the wider world with the 
internal doings of the organization. A seemingly 
random event somewhere in the world may in 
fact be the next big thing or the next big threat. 
 
As corporate directors scrambled over the past 
few years to get smart about the processes and 
systems used for financial reporting, a few 
prescient companies went one step further. They 
began equipping their boards to better 
understand the strategic significance of business 
processes and their underlying technology.  
 
These firms recognize that in today’s hyper-
competitive environment the consequences of 
getting their business model wrong can be just as 
great as stumbling over the new reporting 
regulations. And they want the board involved. 
We see various manifestations of this.  
 
Some boards, such as Procter & Gamble’s, have 
created technology committees, similar to their 
audit committees. Procter & Gamble brought 
back the technologically savvy Scott Cook as a 
director and put him on the technology 
committee. He had left Procter & Gamble’s 
management ranks years before to launch Intuit, 
the money management software company.  
Other boards are seeking the same kind of 
perspective. After a costly SAP implementation 
failure, Hershey Foods enlisted Allan Loren, then 
the CIO of American Express, as a board 
member. “It’s become a much more technology-
driven world, and the board felt it needed to have 
someone with particular competence in that 
area,” said John Pietruski, chair of the board’s 
nominating committee. When Loren eventually 
left, the company replaced him with Avon CIO 
Harriet Edelman. 
 
Some companies make sure their boards get 
more than the pro forma quarterly report on 
technology. When Andy Grove chaired Intel’s 
board he set up seminars on technology for its 
members and sent them off each year to visit 
company sites. In a lecture at the Wharton 
School, he explained: “If a board is preoccupied 
with protecting their rear ends or talking about 
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whether the latest member qualifies under the 
definition of independence and can serve on the 
audit committee, then the company's real 
business is not even being considered. A lot of 
the board activities that take place under the 
banner of governance are compliance actions 
that are far away from being strategic 
participation in the key decisions a company 
makes." 
 
It is becoming crucial that boards have an 
active hand in thinking through the use of 
technology and how that 
technology might support the 
firm’s strategy and even 
dictate it. The term 
governance is used commonly 
for certain risks the firm faces 
in its growing obligations to 
the public, investors and 
government rule makers. 
However, enterprises face 
even large strategic risks if 
their business models and 
enabling technology miss the 
opportunities and perils of the 
global economy. 
 
F. Warren McFarlan, professor 
emeritus of business 
administration at the Harvard 
Business School, has studied 
the evolving role of boards, and observed the 
following about the board’s role in technology 
management: 
 

“Governance goes higher and deeper than 
people could possibly have conceived a 
decade ago. For a series of organizations 
in which technology is critical, oversight 
has actually gone on up to the board of 
directors. Companies like Procter & 
Gamble, Home Depot and Mellon Bank 
have put together a technology 
governance committee on the board 
similar to the other big committees like 
nominating, audit and compensation. And 
they have begun to hammer out a set of 
guidelines and practices for technology. 
This notion of governance reaching the 
top of the organization is extremely 

important. When you drop below the 
boardroom, over and over again this stuff 
tends to get sucked up by a CIO, and often 
there is not enough energy and effort made 
to get this integrated deeply into the 
thinking of the business units in a way that 
they can understand.  
 
“The very viability and success of 
companies like Procter & Gamble depend on 
technology initiatives. We’re now in a 
wonderful process in boards today in the 

aftermath of Sarbanes-
Oxley. The audit committee 
is meeting three times 
longer than it used to be. 
And while all that good 
inward navel gazing is going 
on, the stuff that is actually 
going to determine whether 
they’re going to live, be 
competitive, be able to 
operate is being delegated 
and left elsewhere. For 
those companies where the 
technology is adding critical 
differentiation, in cost or 
value added services, or 
where there is just 
unbelievable operational 
dependence, the board has 
to be in the game.”x 

 

In the end, governance involves the soft, and 
most difficult, of issues – people. Their fears, 
beliefs, jealousies, and comfort with the status 
quo become hidden but powerful impediments. 
Professor Allan Afuah, assistant professor of 
Corporate Strategy and Innovation at the 
University of Michigan Business School, described 
the challenge Chrysler experienced as it sought 
to retool its supplier relationships:  
 

“As difficult as the task would be to change 
Chrysler's internal culture, the changes 
required transformation of both the process 
of choosing and working with suppliers, and 
the personal relationships between 
Chrysler's staff and its suppliers, were 
enormous. People in both organizations 

It is becoming 
crucial that boards 

have an active hand 
in thinking through 

the use of 
technology and how 

that technology 
might support the 
firm’s strategy and 

even dictate it. 
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would need a common vision of how to 
collaborate to create value jointly. Such 
trust required that both parties share in 
the rewards and not just risks. These were 
radical ideas to many in the American 
automobile industry, and there was real 
concern as to whether it could actually be 
done.”xi 
 

Transformation, personal relationships, 
common vision, collaboration and trust are the 
radical ideas that are the underpinning of 
governance in the age of the extended 

enterprise. Such intangibles are rarely attained 
easily, but a continual process toward these 
characteristics and goals will bring a virtual 
enterprise many steps closer toward true virtual 
governance. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Contours of Convergence Research Series 
Managing Beyond Your Four Walls is one of the five-part BTM Institute research series, Contours of 
Convergence. Other papers in the series include: 
 
Becoming Better Business Technology Leaders 
Converged companies far outshine their non-converged rivals—in shareholder returns, revenue growth, 
and profitability. Next generation leaders will have to master the skills needed to articulate their business 
objectives and then use technology to achieve those objectives. 
 
An Operational Blueprint for Your Business 
It is easy to get lost in the wonders of technology and the promises of what it will deliver, but we must 
stay anchored: this is ultimately a matter of business, not technology, and its usefulness must be 
assessed in the context of the enterprise and its architecture as a whole. 
 
Business Technology Investments 
Selecting investment levels and strategically balancing the allocation of budget dollars among different 
asset portfolios adds a new dimension to the development of an enterprise’s overall business strategy.   
 
Agility. Philosophy and Action 
Although many regard ‘technology platforms’ as the sole solution to becoming agile, the evidence proves 
that agility is achieved through strategic positioning: the imagination to see an organization in a different 
light, and a willingness to change. In the end, the proof of agility is survival. 
 
 
Get a snapshot of your organization's maturity level... 
Assess the current management maturity at your organization by filling out a Convergence Scorecard. 
This complimentary self-assessment represents a subset of questions extracted from the full BTM 
Capability Maturity Assessment as a means to collect the discrete data points needed to provide initial 
management maturity results.  
 
Visit the following link to get started: http://convergencescorecard.btmcorporation.com/ 
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